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Coalition Rally Bills Maxey, Costigan
Carl Maxey, candidate for the United States
Senate position presently held by Henry Jackson, will speak at a Student Coalition rally tomorrow at noon.

Giovanni Costigan, history professor at the
U.W., is also tentatively scheduled to participate
in the Pigott Auditorium program.

BECAUSE he was out of town, the Very Rev.
Kenneth W. Baker, S.J., President of S.U., was
unable to attend yesterday's small rally in front
of the L.A. Building.The Coalition voted Tuesday
night to request his presence at Friday's program.
The Coalition's four demands, including moving ROTC off campus by fall, 1970, will be presented to Fr. Baker.
THE COALITION also voted Tuesday night to
occupy Fr. Baker's office tomorrow if he does
not agree to their demands.
A sizable number of University of Washington
students are expected to join the S.U. coalition
at tomorrow's rally.
AT YESTERDAY'S rally, Roger Young, an

S.U. junior in business administration, explained
a proposed demonstration control ordinance being considered by the Seattle City Council.
Several S.U. students attended yesterday
morning's Council meeting.
"The rallies are gone if this is passed,"
Young said.
Two rally speakers from the U.W. stressed the
need for S.U. students to become active in changing America's status quo.
Tom Gomez, of the Seattle Liberation Front,
emphasized the need for students "to be alive in
America like the rag-tag Vietnamese" currently
fightingthe allied forces.
"YOU'RE NOT going to learn anything from
Mod Squad," he said.
Susan Shinn, of the strike coalition at the
U.W., explained current activities there.
Surveying the crowd of about150 students, she
said, "I was told this was an apathetic campus,
but my God, Icouldn't believe this."
For background information on Coalition activities, see p.3.
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YESTERDAY'S RALLY: Roger Young, S.U. junior in busi-

ness administration, addressed some 150 students gathered

for yesterday's rally on the L.A. Building steps. Young read
from a proposed riot ordinance curently under consideration by the Seattle City Council. Several S.U. students attended a council meeting yesterday morning. Speakers from
the U.W. followed Young.

Occupy at Own Risk,
Home Ec Phase-out Due President Cautions
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Small Enrollment Cited:

The decision to phase out the
home economics department,
beginning with the 1970-1971 academic year was made recently
by the Very Rev. Kenneth

Baker, S.J., University presi-

dent and the University trustees.
BECAUSE OF the extremely
high cost of teaching courses in
home economics and the small
number of students, the buget
committee advised that the department be dropped from the
curriculum.

Fr. Baker estimated that
home economics cost about
three times as much per student
as the larger departments of
EUNICE MARTIN
history, sociology, theology, and
"We will make every effort to
philosophy. Each home economics class averages 8.6 stu- see that the sophomores are
dents compared with the univer- graduated, either at Seattle Unisity average of 31.2 students versity or at another instituper class. An average of 17 tion," stated Rev. Edmund W.
students per class is needed to Morton, S.J., academic vice
reach a balanced budget in the president.
department.
ACCORDING TO Fr. Baker
The present program will continue through the 1970-1971 aca- all departments will be scrutidemic year so that both juniors nized to see where savings can
and seniors can be graduated. be made in the ongoing effort

GRACE HUDIBERG

to acquire a balanced operational budget.
The home economics department, part of the Collegeof Arts
and Sciences, had an enrollment
of 24 students fall quarter.
Miss Eunice Martin, Home
Economics Dept. chairman, declined to comment. Grace Hudib e r g, assistant professor of
home economics, will have a
statement next week.

by Kerry Webster
propose
to occupy the University preswho
Students
evicted,"
ident's office "better be ready to get themselves
S.U.,
said
of
Baker,
S.J.,
President
the Very Rev. Kenneth
last night.
hprnmPs
"I will not hesitate to call on the police it it Decomes
necessary," he said. "If students
Speaking of the ultimatum deare going to violate the law,
they are going to be arrested livered to him Tuesday, Fr.
Baker said. "I deeply disand prosecuted."
About 60 New Student Coali- approve of the way some of
tion members voted Tuesday these people are operating.Iam
night to occupy Fr. Baker's of- personally offended at being
fice if he did not meet demands told Iwill show up at a rally,
for a statement on ROTC (see when Ihave not been asked."
additional story, page 3).
"I am willing to discuss matFr. Baker, who returned brief ters with students and appear
ly to campus between speakinj almost anywhere," he said, "but
engagements last night, told Iam not about to respond to
The Spectator, "We are not go- intimidation."
ing to tolerate violence or
threats of violence, blocking o
BULLETIN
entrance or exit, or any othe
form of violent coercion on thi
As of press time last night,
members of the New Student
campus."
The president said a new state Coalition were still meeting to
law forbidding coercion by reconsider their plan to occupy
threat of violence would make Fr. Baker's office. No vote had
it easier for administrators to yet been taken, but an observer
defend themselves from such in- said "feeling is running against
cursions. The law goes into ef- the Hea."
fect today.

Soc. Department Rejects Block Candidate
by Don Nelson, Asst. NewsEditor
The sociology department's decision to reject a black

candidate for a faculty position has emerged this week embroiled incontroversy.
The decision has drawn Committee, had sought out and
Hodge for the pocharges of racism from black rcommended
According to Mitchell,
sition.
students and evoked expres- Dr. Yourglich had previously
sions of disillusionment from contacted him and asked him to
quarters concerned with mi- seek out a qualified black candidate.
nority affairs.
THE SOCIOLOGY department
THE ISSUE arose when it be- originally
had sought a holder
Anita
came known that Dr.
D., but because of
of
a
Ph.
Yourglich, chairman of the sociology department, had chosen budget limitations was forced
find an interim replacement
to hire Ray Napierkowski to fill to
(one
year) while continuing, as
by
position
being
vacated
the
noted, a "thorYourglich
Dr.
the departure of Dr. Stefan ough
search nationally for a
Christopher. The black candi- competent
Ph.D. who can servdate was William Hodge, a 27year-old teaching assistant at ice all our needs."
the U.W. who holds a masters
A sociology department vote
degree in sociology.
as to which candidate would be
produced a tie. Dr. YourThe decision came after hired
glich
then cast the deciding
Mitchell,
director of miCharles
vote.
nority student affairs, in conjunction with the Urban Affairs
Mitchell said he was making

no charges, but was concerned
about the apparent duplicity on
the part of the administration.

"THERE'S a principle inhe said. "It was my
understanding that if a qualified
black professor were available,
volved,"

he wouldbe hired."
Mitchell pointed out that there
will be only one black faculty
member at S.U. next year.
In a memo to sociology department members dated April
29, Dr. Yourglich outlined the
reasons for her choice:

"MR. HODGE, the black candidate, cannot, in my opinion,
be as value-free as Ray. Further, he is not immediatelycompetent in statistics as Ray is.

academically competent per se,
but rather, in my opinion, he is
not specifically as competent
as Ray in two out of the three
areas of need in the sociology
department.
"As far as need for a black
image at S.U. in general and the
sociology department in particular is concerned, Ido not feel
my first obligation lies in this
area
the primary aim of
sociology is to analyze phenomenon, not reflect them. Iam
more confident that Ray can
meet this aim than Iam confident that Mr. Hodge can."
Dr. Yourglich further stated
that the aims of the sociology
department do not require

. ..

"blackness."

DR. YOURGLICH declined to
And though Mr. Hodge has
taught introductory courses, comment on her decision until
they have been primarily for such time as formal complaints
black students. As well, his com- are lodged in writing. She remunity action work has been ferred this reporter to those
black oriented. This does not sections of the University statmean that Mr. Hodge is not utes regarding the appointment

of faculty members.
Part II, Article III, section A,
paragraph 1 of the statutes
reads as follows: "The recommendation for the initial appointment shall be made to the
president by the academic vice
president after consultation with
the appropriate deans and heads
of departments."

DR. WILLIAM COOLEY,
chairman of the Urban Affairs
Committee,

indicated that the

group has given the issue consideration and has decided upon
a course of action. Although not
at liberty to discuss the details
of said action, he expressed confidence that "the situation can
be resolved."
Dr. Cooley emphasized that
the main capacity of the committeeis advisory, with the purpose of finding qualified black
candidates for faculty positions.
He pointed out that such candidates are in short supply and
heavy demand.

S.U. Financial

Replys
BYU
President
Plan To ASSU Statement

With the approvalof the Board needed at the beginning of this $450,000 to $500,000 as Operation
of Trustees and the Board of fiscal year, Fr. Fitterer, an- 'Renewal was put into effect.
Regents, "Operation Renewal," nounced that $550,000 had been
In accord with planned cuta three-year financial plan has raised and an additional $200,- backs under the three-year plan
been undertaken by the Rev. 000 to $250,000 would be paid a balanced operating income
John A. Fitterer, S.J., S.U. chan- pledges by Tune 30th.
would be achieved by 1971-72.
cellor.
The only outside funds required
Of the $1,230,000 outside funds
THIS WOULD leave a debt of would be $680,000 to cover capital requirements.

Fine Arts Groups
Present Program

Two fine arts groups will offer a program today at 11 a.m.
inPigott Auditorium.
The Fine Arts Ensemble, directed by Fr. Kevin Waters,
S.J., music, will feature the first
presentation of part of his mus-

ical drama "Mask of Hiroshima."
They will also sing a set of
humorous songs by Charles Ives.
Co-feature of the program will
be the S.U. Girls Glee Club, directed by Roland Wyatt of the
music department, singing
works b y Mozart, Giannini,
Schuman and Bartok. Cynthia
Nesbihal will solo.
An exhibit of ink and pencil
drawings by students of Nikolas
art, continues
through Sunday in the Stimson
Room of the library.
Damascus,

new members.

Management Club: 11 a.m.
meeting in Pigott 154. Decide
on future of S.A.M.
Physics Club: films showing
from noon to 2:30 p.m. in BA
306. "Modern Holography" (3dimension photography) and
"Can the Direction of the Flow
of Time be Determined?"
Sunday
Spanish Club: Mass inSpanish
at 10:30 a.m. in the Bellarmine
Chapel.

AWS Holds Tolo Week
Events Through Saturday

Med. Fraternity
Meeting Planned

I

-

Specials 5-6
Monday Friday

Peanut Nite
Tuesday Nite

J

\

We've Changed!
CHAMBERS

1

1021 E. Pike

\

New Owners

Tuesday

Hawaiian Club: 7 p.m. meeting in Pigott, 3rd floor.
IK's: 7 p.m. meeting in
Xavier.
Spurs: general meeting at
6:15 p.m. in Ba 501.
A Phi O's: 7 p.m. meeting at
the Bellarmine Apts. Wear Blazers. Executive board meeting
at 6, same place.
Creative Writers Club: 7:30
p.m. meeting in Xavier lounge.
Pi Sigma Epsilon: 8:30 p.m.

when they 'will be given the
right to hold the priesthood ..."
"Mormon doctrine and BYU
policy support the concern
voiced by the Associated Students of Seattle University for
human rights and equality. We
cannot, however, approve of the
suggested solution recommended
by the ASSU which states: 'S.U.
will sever any and all relations
with BYU unless the doctrine in
question has been changed to
give blacks an equal status in
the MormonChurch.'
"THIS RECOMMENDATION
would be directly comparable
to a non-Catholic university (e.g.
the Universitv of Washington)
stating: "The University of
Washington will sever any and
all relations with S.U. unless the
Catholic doctrine withholding
priesthoodfrom women has been
changed to give womenan eaual
status in the Catholic Church'
"BYU has always had excellent relations with S.U. Our desire is to continue on a plane
that will respect the dignity of
blacks and Mormons and all
others on our two campuses. To
do anything less would defeat
the important purposes of an institution of higher learning.

..

VAUGHN'S proudly celebrates its 43rd Anniversary and we offer our stock of recognizedclothing
and furnishings at % PRICE.
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its tone is persuasive with an NBofC special checking account. A great way to organize

your budget . . . have money when you need it.
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—to have your own personal checking account1
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STARTS FRIDAY

"THERE IS a religious belief
confirmed by each Prophet of
our Church that blacks of African lineage may not, at the
present time, hold the priesthood, but that the time will come

T
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43rd Anniversary Sale
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weight suits
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tropicals
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We have students from all fifty
states and some fifty-six foreign
countries. They represent every
major religion and race (including blacks, both members and
non-members of the Mormon
Church). BYU is an equal opportunity employer. Iknow of
no university that has tried
harder to make foreign students
and minority groups more wel-

SPORTCOATS
Anniversary

"If I
were asked to state the great objective which
Church and State are both demanding for the sake
of every man and woman and child in this country,
Iwould say that that great objective is 'a more
abundant life."
Franklin D. Roosevelt

I

\

all, regardless of race, color,
creed or national origin. We
have standards, of course, but
they apply equally to all

PRICE ANNIVERSARY
V2

/

Pool Tables

promote equal opportunity for

VAUGHN'S

C

Spectator: staff meeting at

3 p.m. in the newsroom.

President of S.U., re-

Final Abortion
Panel Planned

Monday

International Club: meeting
at 8:00 p.m. in Rm. 108 of the
Library. Discuss and plan further activities.

er, S.J.,

garding the current turmoil over
S.U.-BYU basketball contracts.
A recent statement by ASSU
A GOAL of five million dol- officers, calling for the terminalars in outside funds is con- tion of those contracts by 1974,
sidered essential for the next had been sent to Dr. Wilkinson.
Exerpts of the letter follow.
three year period to handle
the capital and operating de"...WE COMMEND the stuS.U.'s three-part discussion ficits and adde to the present
for their deep conseries on abortion and the No- Ford Endowment Trust. every- dents of S.U.
cern for equal human rights for
Fr. Fitterer called upon
vember state-wide referendum
concludes tonight with its third one in the University family to all peoples. We at Brigham
panel "Focus on the Future." respond to the challenge in or- Young University share that
The program, "Life, Law, der to allow "our President, our concern, and dedicate our lives
Morality: the Issues," is spon- new Board of Trustees and the individually and collectively to
sored by the theology depart- faculty the opportunity to plan help accomplish true equality.
"B.Y.U.'s policies and pracment, it will begin at 8 p.m. in future enriched and stimulating
tices are established clearly to
academic programs."
Pigott Auditorium.
Fr. Philip Verhalen, S.U. assistant professor of theology and
panel chairman, will open the
session with "Is This New Legislation What We Want?"
Other panelists will be State
Representative John Bagnariol,
"Celebrate Sunshine," the lawn followed by skits at 9:30
Fr. Joseph Mills, S.U. associAWS-sponsored
Tolo Week ac- p.m. in the Tabard performed
sociology
of
professor
ate
and
through by the Tolo King candidates.
tivities
will
continue
Episcopal priest; Dr. Ben CashOn Friday the king candidates
man, S.U. political science Saturday.
Tonight there will be an out- will engage in a treasure hunt.
chairman and Fr. Patrick O'The week's festivities end with
Leary, S.J., S.U. assistant pro- door dinner on the library
the Tolo on Saturday fram 9
fessor of theology.
p m. to midnight at the Russian
Center. Music will be provided
by the Dick Coolen Quartet.
Bids are now on sale from
10 a.m. until 1 p.m. in the ChiefAlpha Epsilon Delta, national tain and from 5-6 p.m. in Belpre-medical fraternity, will hold larmine and Campion.The price
an organizational and pledge is $3.50. Spurs will be selling
meeting in the Library Auditor- meeting
next Wednesday at 7
speaker
featured. p.m. in Bannan 501. The meet- corsages and boutonnieres durium. Special
hour in BellarThose interested in pledging in- ing is open to juniors and sopho- ing the dinner
mine and Campion.
vited.
mores with at least a 3.0 gpa
Voting for the Tolo King from
who plan a medical career.
among the seven candidates will
Wednesday
Students from the University continue through tomorrow from
Gamma Sigma Phi: 7 p.m.
Washington
of medi- 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. on the mall.
of
meeting in Bellarmine 232. cine will speak school
at the meeting.
Tolo King candidates are:
Those interested in pledging Upcoming projects include a Rusty Surridge, nominated by
are invited to a brief introduc- tour
of the U.W. medical school Spurs; Jim Eeckhoudt, Town
tory meeting at 6:30.
and the establishment of a li- Girls; Pete Bodnardchuck, Phi
brary of career oriented litera- Chi Theta; Frank McHugh, BurThursday
gundy Bleus; Frank Hoare,
ture for pre-med majors.
YR's: 11 a.m. meeting in the
Interested students can con- Silver Scroll; Dave Kraft, SophChieftain Lounge to elect new tact Dr. David Read in Bannan omore Class and Dan Orr,
officers.
612 or Bob Parker at EA 9-9475. Freshman Class.

Spectrum of Events
May 14-21
Today
Alpha Sigma Nu: 11 a.m.
meeting in Ba 207. Election of
new officers. Nominations for

Dr. Ernest L. Wilkinson, President of Brigham Young University, has addressed a letter to
the Very Rev.Kenneth W. Bak-

SANK CREDIT
CAPIOS WtLCOME
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PRICE
MMMW Men's Shops
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ATSATHERGATE

Cst 1927

UNIVERSITY DISTRICT
4308 University Way

DOWNTOWN
3rdand Cherry (corner)

Mon. through Sol. '11l 9 p.m.

Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 'til 9, Daily 'til 6 p.m.

Office Invasion Voted
If Demands Not Met
by Kerry Webster
Executive Editor

Members of the New Student Coalition voted Tuesday
night to occupy the office of the University President if
their demands for a statement on ROTC are not met.
About 60 persons, meeting
in Bannan auditorium, ap- delivered before the Coalition
proved the action by a nar- delegation arrived.
row vote. The proposed ocTWO versions of the original
cupation is to take place ultimatum were prepared. One
after Friday's anti-war rally. harshly worded and ending in a
call to action, was distributed
TUESDAY morning, the Coali- in mimeograph form. The other,
tion called on the Very Rev. more consiliatory and ending
Kenneth W. Baker, S.J., Presi- with a call for mutual cooperadent of S.U., to make a formal tion, was prepared as a private
statement concerning the pres- letter to Fr. Baker.
It was the first version, howence of ROTC on campus.
Fr. Baker met with a group ever, which first came into Fr.
of leaders, but declined their Baker's hands. The second was
invitation to appear at yester- apparently never delivered.
day's noon rally. He said he
The original ultimatum called
was scheduled to be out of town for the removal of ROTC from
until Friday.
campus, an official University
The president promised, how- statement denouncing American
ever, to investigate the extent involvement in Southeast Asia,
of the University's commitment and the establishment of a
toward the program and to Peace Institute at S.U.
make a statement at a later
THE PRIVATE version retime.
peated the same principles, but
THE COALITION members carefully avoided the use of
were not satisfied. They called terms such as "ultimatum" or
the answer a "total rejection" "demand."
Reading this letter to yesterof their demands.
"He has snubbed us and re- day's noontime rally, O'Connell
fused to listen to us," said soph- told the crowd that it had been
omore Pete Orange, "so now "flatly rejected" by Fr. Baker.
we sit in The Man's office until
OTHERS, however, including
he does listen."
Larry O'Connell, who led the organizer Bob Maddox, insisted
Tuesday night meeting, said Fr. that Fr. Baker had not seen the
Baker may have been angered letter, and did not even know
by a mimeographed ultimatum of its existence.

NSC Gets No Pass/fail

A top member of S.U.'s

academic establishment was
politely received by most
New Student Coalition members Monday night, although
he came in for his own share of
"hasslin."
Fr. EdmundMorton, S.J., academic vice president, came to
reply to a request that students
participating in strike activities
be granted pass/fail grades.
Fr. Morton said it was impossible to grant the request because "we have a contractual
agreement with our faculty and
students as to the way grades
are to be given."
He said that to allow strikers
that advantage over other students would be a "political decision" on the part of the Uni-

versity.
Larry O'Connell, Coalition
leader, said that student strikers could not keep up with their
class obligations and follow
their consciences at once.
"If you are so deeply and conscientiously involved, and cannot be true to both commitments, Isuggest that you ask
for a late withdrawal on a
personal basis," Fr. Morton

said.

He said that requests for withdrawals from strike involved
students "would be looked favorably upon," even though the
withdrawal period is officially
past.
"That doesn't mean anything," said John Graves, ASSU
first vice-president. "All that
means is that we'refree to drop
out of school if we want."

Fr. Morton was challengedby
sophomore Pete Orange to show
how the University's involvement with ROTC was not a "political commitment" of the same
type as showing favor to strik-

ers.
Fr. Morton said that the
ROTC commitment was part of

JOHN GRAVES, ASSU FIRST VICE PRESIDENT, AND
FR. EDMUND MORTON, S.J., ACADEMIC VICE PRESIDENT

not running this show, Jack!"
"Are you insulting me?" Fr.
Morton asked, approaching
Hale.""If you are, Iam leaving
selves."
"I concede that the way these now!
trained men are used is a politiStung by further heckling, the
cal decision, but the University's academic vice president had
decision to aid in their training tears in his eyes as he answered
is strictly philosophical," he his last question, to a girl who
wanted to know how he resaid.
Jeered at that answer, he bris- solved his political views with
tled at hecklers, "I challenge his duties as a Christian.
"I have great respect for
any of you to equal my concern
for what is going on in Ameri- your generation,"he said, "beca, in the world, in higher edu- cause my generation has priests
cation.
out literallyblessing the troops.
"I have given more years than You have come to realize the
many of you have to higher ed- horror of killing people and I
ucation,"and Iwill not lose it." respect you for it."
"Hey! shouted Coalition or"Yet," he said, "there are
ganizer Scotty Hale, "You are honest people who think that
withdrawing troops from Southeast Asia would mean literal
murder of the people who would
come under communist rule
there. They believe, as Ido
that we
" are 'Better dead than
Red.'
a "deeper, philosophical question—the right of men, of states,
of nations to defend them-

TodaysCleanest
Bargain

STUDENTS!

Public Power in the Northwest — including Public
Utility Districts (PUDs) saves theirconsumer-owners
nearly $100,000,000 each year in lower electric
rates. And at the same time, electric power is
thebest answer to air pollution ... for
(ffesi^N
who ever heard of an all-electric
j^i^W
home ... or the daily use of
'
*/y*^, >. vs\
simple electric appliances
polluting the air?
{n I
Public Power is providing
electricity to consumer-owners at
yr
rates among the lowest in the nation, i-y.
V
These millions of dollars in rate savings *— v /*—~--^
remain in the local communities to help
s\j
bolster local economies,and to
/
ease the homemaker's budget.
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Low cost public power not only
)
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Master Charge

#

First Bank

#
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#

Name
V-—

Address
City

—

Please make checks payable to

State

SEATTLE OPERA. 158 THOMAS ST.
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98109
For further informationcall MA 2-7406

for
men and women
We're interviewing students

now for interesting summer
work
we need girls for

. ..

office replacement work,
men for factory and outdoor worlc. Don't wait 'til
the last minute!

MANPOWER

anytime Mon. thruFri.
8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
must type 40 wpm

tickets in price circled above.

Please charge my account at BanlcAmericard

SUMMER JOBS

teachers students
special Sat.interviews
May 9, 16, and 23
9 A.M. to I P.M.

Your tickets will be placed in your name at the Opera
15. Box Office opens 6:30 p.m. Curtain: 8:00 p.m.
for

this week about
"
good paying

-

Student Discount Tickets $2,$3, $4

I enclose $

come see
MANPOWER

-,\

Sorry we are only able to
hire students 18 and over.

WASHINGTON

Zip
ASSOCIATION

MVIN E FLETCHER e.ciidcm
601 T«.(. |
U.IJ-.<| JcJ'll. Wj

1222 -2nd Aye., Seattle
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Editorial

fe dback

opportunity missed

wonders why he bothers with the
trivialities of getting a college education with his quick, rapier
mind. Soon the good Mr. Losey
will receive his status sheet and
join the ever growing ranks of the
functional illiterates.
My second concern is with the
reaction of S.U.'s comatose students upon hearing of Nixon's escalation of the war, and the murder of four students by the silent
majority's militia.
THERE IS nothing at all wrong
with going to college to get an
education. That's why Iam here,
but not when it means ignoring
the sanctioned murder on an
American campus. What happened
at Kent State is a threat to all
who disagree with the policies of
the government
Your May 7 editorial
was
what I believed until Monday at
Kent changed my mind. It's extremely difficult, not to say foolish, to be rational when people
say, "They should've had machine guns. They could've killed
more." And when Agnew says,
"The criminal left is not a problem to be solved by the dept. of
philosophy or the dept. of English
it is a problem for the Dept. of
Justice." With Mitchell defining
the "criminal left" John Wayne
isn't even safe.
If you're right sleep tight; if

register protest

Editor:
It is incredible that we, at S.U., could afford to pass up To the
An open letter to the Very Revequalified
instructor of a minor- rend Kenneth W. Baker, S.J.:
the opportunity to acquire a
As Home Economics majors in
ity race, like Mr. William Hodge.
Sciences

the College of Arts and
of Seattle University, we express
our deepest concern and register
our protest of the termination of
our department as of June 1971.
This concern is not only for our
academic futures, which we are
WHILE NOT minimizingMr. Ray Napierkowski's qual- forced to alter suddenly and hasbut also with the false promifications, and not saying the entire issue should be settled tily,that
ise
a degree in Home Ecoin a reverse discrimination pattern, we can only regret Dr. nomics could be obtained at
Yourglich's decision. If she has some basis for this, we urge S.U.
This lack of consideration on the
her to speak out and not wait for formal charges.
part of the Administration, the
short notification given us of our
Dr. Yourglich's memo, which implied that Mr. Hodge department's severance are both
Being the President
could not relate to the white teaching environment, indicates inexcusable.
of a university. Father, surely
you realize it is practically ima startling naivete and lack of academic objectivity.
possible for us to make proper

This comes at a time when the availability of such
personnel is minimal, especially when they have the potential of becoming Ph.D's.

THE STUNNING assertion that "neither of these (obligations to the department) requires blackness" misses the
point by an unbelieveably wide margin.
Until some better reasons for the rejection of Mr.
Hodge are offered, the feeling remains that confidence
placed in the administration's policies (which we understood
to include hiring minority faculty and staff) will have to be
considered unwarranted.
There is nothing so hard to recover as misplaced trust.

Spec Goes Weekly, Temporarily
ed the paper to make up the
the deficit in advertising,
Due to the budget cut only
one Journeyman was able to
be published this year. This
quarter's was to have dealt
resume next fall.
The cutback is due to fi- with minority groups on camnancial considerations. The pus.
The present cutback will
Spectator's budget request of
$18,600 was met with only allow The Spectator to finish
$15,600 in ASSU funds. The "in the black" financially,
There was no issue on
depressed condition of Seattie's economy has not allow- Tuesday,May 12.

Beginning with today's issue The Spectator will publish weekly on Thursdays for
the remainder of the quarter,
Twice-weekly publication will

... . . .

arrangements for the coming
year for the continuance of our

education in Home Economics at
another university! Can the futures of 24 students (women)
mean so little as to deserve this
lack of human and moral consid-

—

eration?
Fr. Baker, this concern is
not only for our dept. but
also for the potential termination
of all remaining departments and
schools. Is this an indication of
things to come, or is the Home
Economics department merely
considered another useless appendage to be amputated? If this
is a sign of what is to come, why
not tell everyone now. At least
they can have the consideration

not

.. .

F. H. Kinney

community, I wish to publicly

commend the students of S.U. who
organized and participated in last
week's assemblies and marches.
"The history of campus protest
is filled with instances of angry
irrational conflict between administration and student body, campus and community. In contrast,
the maturity, the cool-headedleadership of our S.U. demonstrators
has already received recognition
from other universities and representatives of local news media
these young men and women
might well serve as models for
student leadership throughout our
tragically divided country.
"Not all of us may agree with
the immediate aims of these students, or believe that the 'politics
of confrontation' is the best way
to bring about a change in national policy. But all of us share
an ultimate desire for a true
and lasting peace, and join in
their prayer for an end to the
bitter violence which has already
destroyed so many young lives
Edmund W. Morton, S.J.
Academic Vice President

...

...

...

youth gov

To the Editor:
(Editor's Note: The following
letter, received by the I.K.'s, is to
replace a similar letter from Morris Johnson which was taken from
the Spectator's office before it

could be published:)

model students

Intercollegiate Knights

Seattle University
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Cook:
Last Friday at the Spring QuarThank you very much for proter Faculty Meeting . one of .-:^--r, „-, rtc for th" twenty
the topics under discussion was young womenpresent as honored
we never received.
., or ths n'outh Governor of
on ways that S.U. could bring its
Susan M. Murphy
bear on the grave th° State of Evergreen on the everesources
to
Catherine Bellerone
Speaking for the former Home problems faced by our country and ning of the twenty-fourth. The
to presence of twenty nicely dressed,
particularly the reaction
Economics majors of S.U.
the further involvement
in well-mannered, handsome young
Southeast Asia. Among the com- men added greatly to the atmosments made during the meeting phere of the ball. The Governor's
was the following by Mrs. Mari- Ball commenced at 7:45; Iwould
To the Editor:
lyn Skinner.
like to commend you on your
Ihave a couple of things that I
Although no vote was taken promptness.
would like to say about recent there was general applause at the
Again, thank you.
events here at S.U.
conclusion of Mrs. Skinner's stateMorris Johnson
The first concerns Mr. Losey's ment and Ipromised her Iwould
YouthGovernor
letter which appeared in the May
forward her remarks to The Spec5 Spectator. . It must be marve- tator.
lous to have all the answers. One
"On behalf of the University

—

. .

.

...
...

recent events

.

Sounding Board:

Student Laments Department Hiring Decision

by Lindsey Draper
the time when the demand
r black instructors is great
and when there is a need for
black instructors on the campus
of S.U., we were indeed fortunate to have been offered the
services of William Hodge. He
would have brought to the sociology department both the
qualifications necessary to fill
the position and a new outlook
and set of experiences.
However, it is at least partly
on the basisof these experiences
that Dr. Yourglich has seen fit
to retain the services of another
professor.
To argue with the right of a
department chairman to exercise his or her perogative to
choose members of that department would seem to me to be a
fruitless, if not worthless undertaking.
For in the selectionof a faculty member, there must be some
responsible voice which is final
and which must have the authority to decide when situations
arise such as that involving the
hiring of either Mr. Hodge or
Mr. Napierkowski.
However, when such a decision is made, "professional

tAt

judgement" should dictate that
the decision be made on far
more substantial grounds than
were indicated by Dr. Yourglich's letter.
IT IS EXTREMELY unfortu-
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the school

year except

in the teaching of the courses for that matter) does not lie in
ticularly as head of the sociolo- would definitely be in order. these hands. It is my hope that
gy department, does not real- The labeling of such a selection the creation of a responsible
ize that analyzing phenomena as racist wouldindeed be an ex- and fair image would be underdoes involve reflecting it, as tremely easy way out of the taken first by those in positions
well as acknowledging the exis- problems indicated by it, but of responsibility.
tence of forces which cloud the then so would the dismissal of
To pass up the opportunity to
realization of prejudices. Yet, the questions which have arisen.
an able and qualified inhire
Iwould agree that "blackness"
structor
is indeed unfortunate.
is no more a necessary qualiTHE REFERENCES to
fication for teaching introduc- "Ray", unlike those to Mr. To fail to hire a man whose adtory and statistics courses than Hodge, do not consider his ex- dition to the faculty would serve
of good
periences in the teaching of as both an indication
is "whiteness".
honoring
faith
in
of past
the
In the criticism of Mr. these courses, but rather the
to seek out qualiHodge's qualifications for teach- small amount of additional pre- commitments
fied black instructors, and as a
ing introductory courses, it is paration he would require to be definite
indication of the desire
mentioned that his work in competent in these fields
to create a university represenprimarithese courses has been
The University is indeed for- tative of the diverse elements on
ly for black students.
that the creation of a campus, is to me an even greattunate
First, this observation, as well
"black image" (or any other er mistake.
Hodge
as the reference to Mr.
as the "black candidate", seems
to indicate that there was more
than professional competence
involved in the selection.
Secondly,in the case of anaction
such as this, some mentionas to
what difference this wouldmake
nate that Dr. Yourglich, par-

.. .
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Sounding Board:

CAMPVS FORVM
Palotus. This letter implies that
the whole problem of environment
has to do with air and water pollution and is essentially a technical
problem. This is simply not true.
While the effort of engineers will
be absolutely essential for the solution of environmental problems
the problem does not lie exclusively in the technological field.
in some
As a matter of fact
respects the technological part of
the problem is the simplest. Technology already is sufficient to
solve many problems and there
is no doubt that the technology
necessary to solve the rest can be

loved it

To the Editor:

In response to the letter about
the film "Women in Love" by the
shocked girl. I feel compelled to
mention that Isaw the movie last
night twice in fact; and I would
recommend it highly to anyone
who has the maturity to see
through a somewhat misleading
ad. Unfortunately, even the best
films still resort to sensationalism
in advertising.
For a person not familiar with

—

...

Lawrence's great literature, the
ad could give the wrong impression. "Women in Love" is not a
film for everyone. It is basically
an intellectual, artistic film and
will probably never receive— its
due honor and appreciation but
then, isn't that the way with most
art? If anyone has read Lawrence,
he will recognize in this film his
honest insight into human nature.
This film deals with the concept
of "spiritual" love in great depth.
The physical love betwen man and
woman is portrayed with tenderness, understanding and beauty.
It is unfortunate that there are
more excellent films like this one
and less of the "trash" everyone
wastes time on. It is most unfortunate that people don't recognize
a good thing and condemn before
they understand that goes for
more than movies.
Susan Bevan

...

which will affect our standard of
living. Above all, it will be necessary for all to submit to increased
planning and direction while still
trying to maintain the benefits
that the system of free enterprise
has conferred upon us; this will
be an extraordinary problem,
therefore considerations outside
engineering
are of prime importance in the environmental
movement.
Certainly things such as responsibiPty to one's neighbors and
to future populations
have

...

—

. ..

strong theological implications.

Therefore those who think that
theology has no place in such a
program are either ignorant of
the nature of the environmental
problem, ignorant of the nature of
theology, or both.
David W. Schroeder
Dean, School of Engineering

Earth #3

To the Editor:
This is in reply to the letters labeled "Earth Day?" and "Earth
No. 2" in The Spectator of May 5.
First I would like to say that it
would have been well had Dr.
Berg been invited to participate in
the Earth Day Symposium. Ican
only guess that he was not invited
because those arranging the seminar were not aware that he was
willing to come.
Secondly, I would like to comment upon the courses in sanitary
engineering which have been listed in the catalogue and not offered. We regularly offer several
undergraduate courses in sanitary
engineering and in transportation,
both can be said to be concerned
with environment; in addition the
subject comes up in other engineering courses. We offered a
graduate sequence in sanitary engineering in the 1968-69 school
year
The number of students

Earth #5

...

developed.
What is lacking is the will
of
the population in general to make
the necessary sacrifices to have
the problem solved. There will
have to be restrictions on population growth, there will have to be
a diminishing of consumption

To the Editor:

In the letter to you, which was
published in The Spectator (May
5) there were several names
other than my own which appeared at the end of that letter. These
names, which were relatively few
in number, belonged to most of
the civil engineering seniors. To
make this typed letter official, I

signed my name to it thereby
taking complete responsibility for
all the contents in it, names and

all.
Since only my signature appeared on this letter, you were justified in using this as an excuse to
present the letter only in my

name.

—

By conveniently omitting

the other names, you could add
your editor's note
which would
have had little meaning otherwise.
Iwould like to add without going into detail, that by omitting
the other names you completely
defeated the letter's purpose.
Icongratulate you on your ignorant shrewdness.
Geza Palotus
Editor's note: If the others had
signed, their names would have
appeared. Don't blame us for

your completely defeating your

own purpose.

Earth #6

To the Editor:
Re your response to Mr. Palotus' and my letters in the May 5
edition to The Spectator, Imust
say that it looks like you just
wanted to blow your tootle
before your much awaited retireOne is not morally obliment.
gated to offer constructive action
in conjunction with justified criti-

...

cism.

THUS THE U.S. has taken on
Re: The "Editor's note" that conthe role of parent toward this
cerned itself with Earth Day and orphan
South Vietnam. Can we
the School of Enginering.
Iput but one question to the back off now that we are comauthor of this unfitting and unin- mitted? The situationis like that
of parents who have grown tired
formed declaration.
Is it MORE "narrow" and "apa- of each bother, grown tired of
thetic" to study "river self-purifi- the fighting. Can they morally
cation, toxicity, pesticides, oil get a divorce of this willdestroy
spills, radioactivity, thermal pol- the child?
lution, etc. and LESS "narrow"
and "apathetic to wave flags soliciting support for problems we
know nothing about or print
second hand information in the
public media?
If the answer to this question
Editor:
is yes, then perhaps the informed To the
Iurge a universal women boysolution to environmental prob- cott
of all Catholic universities
lems does not lie in the courses
the Catholic priesthood does
treating t h e above-mentioned sinceallow
women.
topics. The obvious conclusion not
Mrs. Patricia Winker Williams
then is that the six students who
took it upon themselves to enroll
in CE 483 spring quarter are indeed "narrow" and "apathetic"
and their less vogue approach is

The yellow smoke screen thrown
around The Spectator's inability to research what courses
are offered by the civil engineering department consists mainly of
enrolled was no more than three laughing gas. In your attempt to
at any time. It is for this reason be "with it" and fill the environthat these courses and the courses mental issue with whatever garthat follow them are not offered bage available, it is understandthis year. They are in the Bulle- able why you did not want to sniff
tin
because we have been out the subject completely.
readv and willing to offer them if
Another article in your environthe demand was there.
mental issue.
about ring tab
Mv main objection is to the cans that supposedly reduce litter,
implication of the letter by Geza gave me an idea. Since your pap"narrowly" unintelligent.
If the answer is yes, perhaps
the editor could join the AWS and
inscribe above the Engineering
Building: "Through these portals
pass narrow and apathetic schol-

up

. ..

...

..

(

Rome.
IBefore Christ.
After Fellini.

ars."

one of the six,
Steve Schommer

I
-■

by Fr. John Koehler, S.J.
Up to now Ihave avoided getting involved in Vietnam, even
in discussions on the topic. The
issues here are so complex that
the experts disagree. Yet with
increasing numbers of students
being involved, Idecided Ihad
better get involved too, if for
no other reason than keeping
open the lines of communication.
(Could this complexity causing
non-involvement causing breakd o w n of communications be
what so often happens between
parents and their teen-agers?)
Why are wein Vietnam? Surely there must be positive values
to justify the killing. Last Wednesday, Mr. Mann said in effect: "We may have made a
mistake in coming into the conflict, made more mistakes by
maiming and brute forcing our
way through the country; but
now that we have brought some
stability, we cannot simply
abandon our commitment because we are tired, since that
would leave the country a
corpse." But what is this commitment toward? S.U.'s Congressional Medal winner, Major
Pat Brady, summed up his conclusions on the war in a talk
given on campus (incidentally,
where were all those who are so
concerned about the war?) by
saying that we are fighting to
give the Vietnamese the chance
of self-determination, as is their
right. This makes more sense to
me than simply fighting to win.

To the Editor:

Earth #4

..

Viet Divorce Analyzed

er is famous for its littering value,
Isuggest you take the pollutionai
crisis seriously by seizing the opportunity at the year's end to retire gracefully instead of on the
lawns and classroom floors.
Joe Miller

Letters

This parallel between Vietnam
and parenthood can be drawn
further. For the entire goal of
raising children is to help them
to the stage of self-determination. Both parenthood and Viet-

nam require large expenditures
of time, energy, and money. In
both cases, this is all waste unless a few principles are instilled as well. It takes a tough moral fiber to communicate principles, and perhaps a tougher
fiber to accept the decisions
made by those whom we have
been working so hard to get to
stand on their own feet, to make
their own decisions, to determine themselves. I wonder if
we as a nation can accept the
decision the South Vietnamese
will make? (I also wonder how
many parents echo Vietnam in
that they think their goal in interfering with their children is

to win.)

Istill don't know whetherthese
considerations justify our remaining in Vietnam. So Iwill
still remain uninvolved. Yet I
would like to point out another
parallel with an issue about
which Iam deeply concerned.
AT LAST Friday's rally on the

library lawn, Dr. Toutonghi ex-

horted the students to keep the

universities open for where else
would they have the opportunity
to meet and talk and get involved. Iwish Ihad done then what
was in my heart— rush forward
grab the mike, and proclaim:
"Let's keep the universities
open. For where else are you
going to discover the principles
on which you act? Where else
will you find self-determination?
Without principles and self-determination, to be involved is
to be used is to be determined
bv others their emotions, their
actions, their objectives. So
cherish your universities, don't
close them.'
This is why Iam in the educational game to help the students toward self-determination
and to try to communicate a few
principles. In modern America,
one can hardly be human and
not be involved. But let's understand what we stand for and
why. For this is the only truly
human involvement.

—

—

Faculty Send Messages
In Support of Hickel
The first message, a telegram
Two messages from S.U. faculty members have been ad- sent on May 8, was signed by
dressed to Walter Hickel, Sec- 13 faculty members. It reads:
"We members of the faculty
retary of the Interior, supporing
his stand on President Nixon's at Seattle University strongly
support all statements made in
recent actions.
your letter to President Nixon
and urge your continued positive
action within the cabinet in
furthering honest communication with and patient openness
to the opinionsof young people."
An additional letter, dated
May 11, and signed by 32 faculty members, reiteratedthe telegram and added:
"We applaud your courageous
action in protesting the lack of
appropriate concern by the administration for the attitudes of
our youth."
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Treatment Unequal, Not Racist Involvement Praised

I

by George Eberting
Assistant Professor

Business Administration
John G. Graves, ASSU 1st Vice
President, stated in the May 5 editionof The Spectator that, "by the
refusal of the Church of the Latter Day Saints to allow blacks into
the priesthood, they are in effect
denying him the right to full
membership in that religion. At
this point I hope that the racist
doctrine of this religion can be
clearly seen" (emphasis added).
Webster defines racism as a
program of practice of racial discrimination, segregation, persecuAnd ration, and domination
cialism is defined as a doctrine
or feeling of racial superiority
or purity; racial prejudice, hatred,
or discrimination.

...

...

IT IS TRUE that there is unequal treatment of the Negro in
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. But to call the
Mormon Church racist and thus
imply that there is a doctrine or
feeling of superiority or greater
purity, or that hatred is felt or
preached by the Mormon Church
is utterly false.
During my 16 years as a Mormon Ihave never heard any doctrine preached or written which
indicated either explicity or implicitly that white Mormons were

ThreatMade
On Spec
An attempt by New Student
Coalition members to occupy the
offices of The Spectator failed
Sunday night when they found
the doors locked.
About ten leading membersof
the Coalition tried the doors of
the Owen McCusker building
after a strike meetingbroke up
at about 9:30 p.m. They left
when a campus guard appeared.
THE ACTION came after an
unexpectedsuggestion during
the strike meeting, by ASSU
first vice president John Graves.
"Let's take over The Spectator and make it a 'people's
newspaper'," he said.
Spectator Executive Editor
Kerry Webster, who was covering the meeting, said the newspaper had to be left alone to
cover the strike "as a news medium, not a propaganda pamphlet."

in any way destined to a better reward in heaven than black Mormons. In all honesty, Imust say
that I have known a few bigots
in the Church who have made de-

rogatory statements privately.
In regard to unequal treatment

of individuals in the Church, this
is nothing new in God's church.
For example, there have been few
groups more persecuted since the
beginning of recorded history than
the Jews. Is it merely a curious
coincidence that the Jews have
been singled out generation after
generation for malicious abuse, or
was it that, "... the Lord (did)
smite Israel ..." (I Kings 14:15),
and because He did "... persecute them with the sword, with
the famine, and with the pestilence ..." (Jer. 29:18),

A BASIC TENET of the L.D.S.
faith is that revelation from God
did not cease with the printing of
the Bible. God communicated His
will to men for thousands of years
through his prophets of the CM**
Testament. It is naive to think
that man no longer needed instruction from God after Christ's
mission on earth, or that such
revelation is not needed even tobeday. Instead, the Church
lieves that God continues to communicate his will to man through

...

by Debra Jenkins
Dr. Yourglich is doing an injustice to the S.U. community
by rejecting the services of Mr.
William Hodge to fill the vacancy in the sociology department.
First, students of the introductory sociology course are being denied a teacher who is not
only academically qualified, but
also experienced as a college instructor and an active social
worker. Also Mr. Hodge would
be available to give valuable assistance and direction to sociology and social work majors
who are interested in field or
clinical work related to his expertise.

STARTS FRIDAY

Seattle 7th Aye. Theatre

—
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Sounding Board:

DR. YOURGLICH admits that
Mr. Hodge is "academically
competent", yet ignores this
combination of academic competence and blackness at a time
when there is a demand for
TO ACT against the paper,he black professors on this camsaid, wouldmake Coalition leaders "Spiro Agnews of the Left."
When several persons left to
carry out Graves' suggestion,
Webster phoned a warning to
Editor Patty Hollinger.
Eight staff members at work
in the Spectator office were

Three Seattle Police units
stood by off campus, but were
not needed. The staff resumed
work at 10 p.m.

by MARILYN SKINNER
AT THE PLANNING assembly held in Xavier Hall, dispute
Instructor in English
By Thursday morning, many broke out between the
parents and alumni were no S.U. students and deldoubt appalled to learn that the egates from the U.W. and SCC
last enclave of traditionalism over the possibility of violence
had fallen. S.U. was participat- at the demonstration May 8.
ing in the student strike: the Some felt that it would be
better for S.U. to abstain from
world was coming to an end.
participationin a potentiallyexquite,
Not
parents and alumplosivesituation.
ni. Maybe it's just beginning.
One girl rose to speak
She
WHAT HAPPENED was per- was, she admitted, a very timid
haps an even greater shock person: "Iget scared in crowds;
to those of us on campus, mem- Ilike to have my boy friend
bers of the faculty, who had al- around to protect me." But she
lowed ourselves to drift into su- was going to march in tomorperficial apathy and cynicism row's demonstration. "Because
Ifeel Ihave to. Imean,
about our students and our university. Iknow that my own we have to ask for peace and
initial reaction when Idiscov- we've got to do it all together
ered that S.U. had been "liber- and if there's going to be vioated" was one of cheap amused lence, well, we've got to take the
chance of being hurt because
indifference
peace".
Today Iam ashamed of that we have to have
days,
3
I
have sudpast
In
the
reaction.
begun to understand the
denly
Iam ashamed because in the
of this university. Whatpast 3 days Ihave repeatedly aims its
faults, any school which
ever
been confronted with examples can instillsuch a high degree of
integrity,
patriand
of courage,
moral awareness in its students
otism which have caused me to is worth preserving. And paracommy
deeply
own
re-examine
George R. Eberting
may seem I
and dox though this
mittment to my country
Assistant Professor
have
believe
that any
come
to
Business Administration find it desperately lacking
country which can develop such
In contrast, the young people total dedication in its young peoThe
at S.U. have positively reaf- ple is worth defending
firmed their fundamental com- students of S.U. have just proved
mittment to the basic values of to me that the American svsthe American system and at the tem is still sound, and capable
of bringing out the best in a
same time awakened others
man's,
or a woman's, character.
Out of all the instances of
pus. Dr. Yourglich's reasons for
Kids, you are beautiful. Thank
so
moved
me
which
not hiring Mr. Hodge are prim- idealism
just one. you.
arily based in the comment profoundly, Iwill cite
"Mr. Hodge, the black candidate
be as value-free as
cannot
Ray. Napierkowski)", and that
"though Mr. Hodge has taught
ever, for not respecting it enough.
editor:
introductory courses, they have To the
His
definition of obscenity— the
On behalf of Mr. Tollefson and confusion of the sex flow and the
been primarily for black stu- others
complawho deplore the
excrement flow— seems, in fact,
dents. As well, his community
action has been black oriented." cency of so many S.U. students, prophetic of Miss McCall's attiMax- tude. "Women in Love" (the
This statement implies that I would like to comment on
leter. Miss McCall novel) is, by consensus, LawrenMcCall's
yne
has
no
Hodge's
Mr.
blackness
that such ce's most successful expression of
expresses
place in a classroom at S.U. "FILTH" as"shock"
Women in Love was his own intensely devout attitude.
However, the black orientation abvertised in "OUR newspaper."
I have seen the movie twice
of Mr. Hodge's background Her reason? "The disrespect
(Has Miss McCall seen it?) and
the
should in no way hinder his be- for the human body" which
can record my own, rather uning hired, but only add to his movie manifests.
original, opinion that it is a beauworth as a professor.
D.H. Lawrence has been at- tiful rendition of Lawrence's
tacked for respecting the human novel.
Gregory H. Hutchinson
IT IS HOPED that Dr. Yqurg- body too much but seldom, if
lich will reconsider her decision
and hire Mr. Hodge, though she
feels he will have to prepare a
little more before he begins
teaching in the fall quarter a
very minor detail in comparison
to his manyother positive qualities.

his prophets on earth today. The
president of the Church is considered to be such a prophet and
hence is worthy to receive instruction from time to time as God
deems appropriate.
One such communication of
God's will happens to specify that
He does not now wish the Negro
to receive the priesthood. Ipersonally do not fully understand
why He wishes this. But then He
has often asked (commanded)
men to do things they didn't fully
understand!
In summary, 1 believe:
1. The decision to withhold the
priesthood from the Negro was
made by God, not by the Mormons.
2. The withholding of the priesthood represents unequal treatment, not racist treatment.
It is unfortunate that white
Americans of all faiths have not
been more loving toward their
black brothers. The Mormons certainly have not been alone in this
regard. On the other hand, however, Ichallenge readers to inquire what Mormons have done
for the betterment of American
Indians before a rather childish
condemnation is made of B.Y.U.
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Call and Your
Order Will Be Ready

Sports
CHIEFTAIN
at. 595

Spectator Sports Desk

Baseballers Play
Sparse Schedule
Due to a number of rained
out games last week, the
Chieftain baseball team remained relatively inactive
with the exception of a 16-0
win over Bellevue Community College on Wednesday,
and two losses to Western
Washington 4-1 and 5-1 in
a doubleheader Thursday.
TWO DAYS ago, S.U.
dropped a 5-4 verdict to the

U.W.

In the game against Bellevue, the Chieftains blasted

the Helmsmen for 16 runs
as Gary Fox held Bellevue
to two hits while striking
out 12. John Varga led the
barrage of hitting by driving
in seven runs, three of which
scored on a 350 foot home
run to left field. Art Lagried
went 2 for 2 and drove in
three runs while Stan Taloff
got three hits in four at bats.
On Thursday, playing at
Bellingham, the Chiefs dropped both games of a double-

student tickets

A special student rate of $1
will be in effect for the Seattle
Youth Symphony concert, 8 p.m.
25 at the Opera House,
uest soloist for that performe will be pianist Bela Siki.
Vilem Sokol will be conducting
the s^'^.nhonv.
St'.'-"ent identification will be
required.

tMay

I.K.'s Plan Meet
For Little Sisters
A "girls only" meetingwill be
he'H in the IK meeting room in
Xavier Hall Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
The purpose of the meeting is
to organize interested girls as
IK "little sisters" who would
work with the IK's as a service

organization.

All girls with 10 units and a
gpa of 2.0 are eligible.

header. Tom Couples lost the
first decision as he gave up
fivehits.
VARGA scored on a single
after belting a triple to score
the only tally.

Fall in Pool
Not Serious
Eric Martin, a deaf mute who
attends Seattle Community College, was injured Monday night
at 8:15 in the Connolly P.E. Center.

Stork Beats `Birdie'
As Snell Goes Golfing

by ART REIS
Sports Editor
"I play the game because it's
both challenging and relaxing,"
said Tom Snell, S.U.'s smooth
swinging seniorgolfer.

SNELL, 22, is a general business major who plans a career
with Humble Oil Company as a

sales representative.
Tom, although born in Austin,
Minnesota, grew up in Yakima
where he began playing golf
whenhe was ten.
"I started to play seriously
when Iwas 13," Tom said, "and

again. Same course, same hole,
with the same club, from the
same distance away and with
the same results.
"Needless to say," Tom said
anyway, "I was amazed both
times."
"Well, I'll be darned," said I.
Tom has also won the Yakima
City Title on two occasions and
"BOTH children were born holds three club championships
when Iwas inCalifornia playing in Yakima.
golf for S.U.," Tom smiled.
SNELL was offered golf schol"When Shawn was born, Iwas
at the San Francisco Interna- arships to WSU, UW, CWSC,
tional Airport. We were on our YVC and S.U.
"I chose S.U. because they
way home after playing in the
Western Collegiate Invitational have a superior golf program,"
at Santa Cruz," Tom recalled.
Tom said, "and also because
"I learned of Shane's birth you get a feeling of superiority
when Iwas at the Stanford In- playing for S.U.
tercollegiate last month. I'm
"S.U. is recognized as the top
sure that you can remember golf power in this state every
year and has a great golf histhat occasion, Art."
have been working at golf
courses ever since."
Snell, an assistant in the pro
shop at Inglewood Golf and
Country Club in Kenmore, and
his wife, Yvette, are the proud
parents of two children: Shawn
Marie, 2, and Shane Thomas,
3 weeks.

Martin was diving from the
high board into the pool when
he apparently blacked out upon
reaching the water.
Lifeguard Rita Sweeney and
Boys' Club Director Roy Achmoody were at the pool and
gave artificial respiration until
the Fire Dept. Aid Car arrived.
Martin is a resident of the
fourth floor of Campion. He was
in satisfactory condition in HarTOM was on the seventh hole
borview Medical Center yester- when Iinformed him that "you
day.
are now the father of a son, Mr.
Snell," at which point Tom
dropped his putter and ex"Well, I'll be darned."
Anyone interested in fighting claimed:
We had received a call at the
29
May
in the A Phi O Smoker
from Tom's father-in-law
should contact Bryce McWalter motel
that morning. Tom had an early
at EA 5-6926 or Paul Williams at "tee time" and conseouently
EA 4-6159. Several positions for was not present when the call
bouts are still open.
came through.
"I'll be darned," Tom exclaimed again.
Snell is currently the WashIntramural matches coming ington State Elks champion and
up this week include a golf owns two course records in Yamatch at 1 p.m. today at Jeffer- kima.
son Park and a track meet toTom, at 15, gained fame by
morrow at 6 p.m. at the West becoming
one of the youngest
SeattleStadium.
players
to score a double
ever
championship
will
The softball
begin Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at eagle (three under par on a
Washington Park. The three hole) on a golf course.
He explained: "I was playgames will be played by the
Nads vs The Thing, Rat Hole vs ing the fifth hole at Elks Golf
Castaways, and at 1:30 p.m. and Country Club in Yakima.
The hole is a 490 yard
5. I
Forum vs IK's.
— par
a three
Round II of the swim meet hit my second shot
will take place Monday,May 18 wood from 240 yards out and
at 3 p.m. in the West Pool at it went in."
the Connolly P.E. Center.
Two years later, Tom did it

" Smoker

"

Shane Snell

Tom Snell

Intramurals

—

J^dKilMyP

bills."

Tom said that the biggest
highlight of his S.U. career "has
been playing four years for S.U.
and being No. 1 as a freshman."

IASKED Tom what he did to
relax in his spare time and he
replied: "I play golf."

With the addition of two new to Mrs. Lucey, "they will not
policies at the Connolly P.E. interfere." Mrs. Lucey also said
Center, the women need no long- that the operation of the shuttle
er be embarrassed about par- h--s cm-Id be arranged, if stuticipating in activities in front dents felt theneed.
of the men.

STARTING Tuesday (and every Tuesday following) the building will be open to all women
students from 1-8 p.m. No men
students will be allowed.
This will give the women a
chance to use the weight room,
bedminton, handball and basketball courts, as well as pool facilities without the interference
of men.
The second policy concerns
the sauna room. The sauna will
be available to any female student from 3-6 p.m. daily except
Sunday. Coeds are asked to
dress in the locker room rather
than the faculty room.

I
t

professional tour.
"It costs the individual about
$20,000 a year for food, traveling
expenses and entrance fees,"
Tom said, "and above that he
must earn enough to support his
family and take care of all the

For Coed Activities

|
[
Pi fly*

"BILLY MEYERS (former

S.U. golf great) influenced my
decision somewhat," Snell said.
A follower of Billy Casper's
efforts on the PGA tour, Tom
said that he could see no real
advantages in playing on the

Connolly Center Rules

THE COMMUNITY programs
will still continue but according

4 as>B

tory.

Pp
H# *

Golfers Win 4th
In Empire Play

S.U. took fourth place last
week at the Inland Empire Invitational Golf Tournament held
over two different courses in
Spokane.
JIM BRADY, who captured
second in the USIIGC at Stanford last month, finished one
stroke behind Medalist Dave
Glenz of Oregon for the Championship.
Brady had a 72-68-140 to pace
the Chiefs who played the Hangman Valley Course opening day
and finished the tournament at
the Indian Canyon links.

It's Coming Again!

FESTIVAL
—

-

When: May 23rd
8:30 12:00
Where: Tabard Inn
Sponsored by The Marketing Club and Pi Sigma Epsilon

.
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SHERIFF & THOMPSON
"We Repair All Makes11

" Body Work & Rebuild fgjsrnil.
" Motor Work
(^^^-^^g)
1130 Broadway
Bottled under the authority of The COCA-COLA Company by. PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY,

Bollevue

Washington
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news briefs
peace mass

coke boycott

Sunday at the home of one of
the alumni.
A Mass in honor of Our Lady
Graduating seniors this year
A boycott of the products of
will be celebrated 11:10
the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. was will be Pat Lui, Diane Wavra of Peace
this morningin the Liberal Arts
suggested at a New Student Coa- and Charlene Oslwang.
building chapel. Fr. Frank Coslition meeting here Tuesday
Anita McReynolds, fine arts tello, S.J., will deliver the honight.
senior and a student of Paul
Several students suggested McNeely, will be presented in mily.
that the company's foreignoper- recital May 22, 8:30 p.m. in
ations "are well-known exploita- Pigott Auditorium.
tions of undeveloped countries."
Sigma Kappa Phi, S.U. nursA similar boycott has already
ing
club, is sponsoring a car
University
at
the
instituted
been
Saturday.
wash
Washington.
of
Graduate students who have
The wash will be located at
One coalition member, Mary not yet reported their enrollment
Jo Toomey, suggested that stu- in the school are encouraged to the Richfield service station opdents return "non-returnable" do so, according to Mrs. Helen posite the Chieftain (1018 E.
Coke bottles to the nearby com- Donoghue, executive secretary Madison).
Cars will be washed from 10
pany plant.
of the Committee for Graduate a.m. until 4 p.m. for $1.25.

car wash

report notice

election board

Studies.

Mrs. Donoghue may be reachMike Hinds, a freshman in ed in Xavier Hall.
philosophy from Hollywood,
Florida, has been appointed
Election Board Coordinator.
Considerable discounts on used
The selection was made Tuesday by Doug McKnight, ASSU text and reference books will be
president, and John Graves, offered next Monday and Tuesday as Alpha Phi Omega atASSU first vice-president.
tempts to reduce its inventory of
unsold books. The sale will last
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day
in room 114 of the library.
Friday is the final date for
will be sold for 30%
submission of club budgets for ofBooks
original cost, according
their
requests
coming
year.
the
All
chairman Rosendo
must be turned in to Jim Eeck- to book sale
Luna. The sale will be open to
houdt, ASSU treasurer.
students, faculty, andthe public.

book sale

budgets due

fine arts

fashion board

a "Survival Guide for Student

Teachers," is sponsored by the

Education Club.
The session, which is open to
students only, will include a
question and answer period.
The Ed Club recently elected
new officers. Sue Dion, a secondary education major, is the
new president. Serving in other
positions are Mary Dodds, Connie Diaz, JoAnne Bubacz, Gayle
Tolerton and Carol Ann Woodruff.

gammas pledge

the Hec Edmundson Pavilion of
the Universityof Washington, is
open to the public.

new officers

New officers were elected recently by the International Re-

lations Club.
Terry Cornwell was chosen
president, John Peterson was
elected vice-president and Cher
Ravagni will be corresponding
secretary. Alicia Butcher was
elected recording secretary.
New members are welcome.

An open meetingfor any coeds
interested in joining Gamma
Sigma Phi, women's service organization, will be next Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in Bellarmine
232.

The new Fashion Board CoThe purpose of the meeting is
ordinator for 1970-71 will beBon- to introduceGammas to all wonie Starkovich, a freshman, pre- men students and especially
major student.
freshmen.
She will replace Nancy Ellis,
Anyone interested in pledging
this year's coordinator. Myra but unable to attend the meetBisio has been selected as sen- ing should contact Kathy Duior advisor.
Membership applications will
be available soon.

li^i^^^^^^B^B^Bß
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gaw,Campion 805.

teacher survival

ehrlich speaks

a new motion picture!

Dr. Paul Ehrlich, author of
Ten student teachers who have The Population Bomb, will discadeted in Seattle area schools cuss possible population control
this year will be the speakers solutions such as abortion and
at a meeting at 11 a.m. today in infanticide in his May 21 talk.
The 7:30 p.m. speech, set for
Pigott 551. The meeting, called

STARTS FRIDAY

Seattle 7th Aye. Theatre

ludlow kramer

S.U.'s Alpha Chi chapter of
Washington Secretary of State
Phi Beta, national professional Ludlow Kramer will speak on
fraternity for women in music "Youth Involvement in Politics"
and speech, is planning a spring at 11 a.m. next Thursday, May
initiation and a recital next 21, in the library auditorium.
week.
His appearance is being sponSister Bonnie Gilbert and Deby the Political Union.
be
initiated
sored
lores Osterhaus will

IWish Vbu Love
with a diamond solitaire from Zales,

FORUM Presents

Thursday 8-10

Ten-Fifty Time
722 E. Pike

FORUM

| Classified

r

Ads

LARGE Apt. available. Two bedroom
$110-9120 a month. Large enough
share, all utilities. 1300 East
on. EA 9-5448.

BARTENDER, hours 12 noon-6 p.m.
Monday-Friday. Salary. $2.50 hr.
plus tips and bonus. Call Mr. McCarthy, 885-5000, ext. 246.

Apartment Rental

FREE Apartment, plus $50. Additional work avail, if wanted.Call Mr.
McCarthy, 885-5000, ext. 246.

$75 -$110
Bachelor and 1 Bedroom
Near churches and schools
very well maintained
PALAMAR APTS.
EA 3-0781
1719 E. Spring

BACHELOR and I bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
from $95 to $125. Drapes, appliances and w/w carpeting. 1212
East Howell, Res. Mgr. EA 9-5322

*

$275

sS?-

ENTERPRISING? Ambitious? Build a
business while going to school and
during vacation.
call AT 4-1224.

For interview,

NIGHT spot entertainer for Fri. and
Sat. State qualifications and availability. Send resume c/o The
Spectator, Business Manager.

CAPITOL Hill, walking distance to

S.U. Completely furnished, large
two-room apt. with private bath.
Full kitchen, utilities mcl. $70-$9O
EA 4-5814, 431 14th East.
TWO blocks from Xavier, large two
bedroom furn. apt. $125. EA 99907.

'67 DATSUN Sport 1600, good condition, $1150, GA 2-2178

UPPER duplex. Five rooms, partly
furnished. $95. EA 3-8494, even-

TYPING, My home. EA 4-8024.

FURNISHED and unfurn.

apartments

for rent. Completely refurbished,

wall to wall

carpeting

heat and

water mcl. Bachelors from $95,
one bedroom fro m$M5. 1736

Summit, EA 5-4099.

TWO bedroom house, furnished. $55.
4 blocks from S.U. EM 2-2017.
TWO bedroom house on Queen Anne
Hill. Furnished. $400 per month,
Available during summer. AT 37869.

Professional Work
IBM Selectric, Choice of Type Styles
Broadway District, EA 3-3244
EXPERIENCED Typist. Donna Rich
Cooper. WE 7-2423.
EXPERT home typist with IBM Executive and dictaphone. Experience
in all business forms, resumes,
thesis, and term papers. All copies
neat, clean, and correct. Reasonable rates and fast service. SH 78075.

fcs

UNFURNISHED house. $100, Queen
campus.
Anne Hill. SU 4-0379.
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OLD coins bought contact Ken, the
S.U. Painter, during the day or

1

<J

nothing
your love.
We're
without
"
"
"
7683

Downtown
3rd & Pine

" Norrhgate
Southcenter

Renton Shopping Center
" Tacomo
Mall

1
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